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ABSTRACT J.C. Wylie presented his dichotomy of sequential and cumulative
operational patterns in a context of effect through control, not victory or peace,
as the objective of war. The author refines concepts of control presented by
Rosinski, Eccles, Schelling and Corbett and presents its three facets (taking,
denying, exercising) to develop a model of control as manipulation of the
opponent’s operational choices. This concept of control, when applied to
sequential and cumulative strategy, reveals the effect each has operationally and,
from there, strategically, in the primary arenas and forms of engagement (land,
sea, air and cyberspace; conventional, guerrilla, terrorism, special operations).
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‘A few years ago, in an article in the US Naval Institute Proceedings, I
suggested a method of analysis in terms of two hitherto unrecognized
general operational patterns of strategies. It landed with no splash at
the time and has lain on the deck ever since.’1 Although US Navy
Admiral J.C. Wylie (1911–93) wrote these words 40 years ago, the
comment remains true today, as no other author appears to have
explored Wylie’s dichotomy further than he himself had. Despite such
neglect, Wylie is incredibly insightful, for he places effect at the center
of his theoretical efforts. The groundwork for his writing was intense
experience of World War II combined with an early 1950s stint as a
staff member for the Advanced Course in Strategy and Sea Power at the
US Naval War College. The emphasis on effect, as the product of
strategy and war and as the engine of political results, is a step forward

1J.C. Wylie, Military Strategy: A General Theory of Power Control (Annapolis: Naval
Institute Press 1989), 22.
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in strategic theory and may finally provide the platform required to
answer satisfactorily the quintessential strategic question of how to
bridge the gap between the conduct of war and success in war. Wylie’s
dichotomy is the sole model of Cold War-era strategy to revolve around
effect as the link between the conduct of war and its favorable
conclusion.

Wylie called the two operational patterns he recognized sequential
and cumulative strategy, and they represent his attempt at creating an
enduring model of strategy, although ‘this concept of two different
kinds of operational patterns is not, in itself, an adequate basis for the
concept of warfare in its entirety’.2 Wylie introduced both operational
patterns in broad terms. Sequential strategy, he argued, was:

a series of discrete steps or actions, with each one of this series of
actions growing naturally out of, and dependent on, the one that
preceded it. The total pattern of all the discrete or separate actions
makes up, serially, the entire sequence of the war. If at any stage of
the war one of these actions had happened differently, then the
remainder of the sequence would have a different pattern. The
sequence would have been interrupted and altered.3

On the other hand, in cumulative strategy ‘the entire pattern is made up
of a collection of lesser actions, but these lesser or individual actions are
not sequentially interdependent. Each individual one is no more than a
single statistic, an isolated plus or minus, in arriving at the final result.’4

While at first glance starkly opposed to each other, the boundary
between the two models is blurred to the extent that this dichotomy
may represent a spectrum with two idealized poles. Even the most
dispersed cumulative strategy becomes sequential tactically, for
example as a submarine moves from point A to B. Also tactically,
even the most sequential strategy eventually relies in part upon the
accumulation of the effects of firepower against a given foe. More
broadly, cumulative strategies frequently have a place as components
within wider sequential strategies; cumulative airpower in particular is
frequently integrated into sequential ground campaigns.

Several sequential strategies across different theaters of operations
can represent an even greater cumulative strategy at the grand
strategic level.5 As Wylie noted, ‘[t]hey are not incompatible strategies,

2Wylie, Military Strategy, 27.
3Ibid., 22.
4Ibid., 23.
5Carl von Clausewitz, On War (eds and trans.) Michael Howard and Peter Paret
(Princeton UP 1984), 280. Clausewitz defines theaters of operations as relatively
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they are not mutually exclusive. In practice they are usually
interdependent in their strategic result.’6 What they are is
underdeveloped. Wylie only implied the concept of effect, although
he provided a starting point from which to explore it. The aim of this
article is to peer deeper into Wylie’s implications concerning effect and
explicitly to discuss them, particularly in relation to his dichotomy of
strategy.

Wylie’s Concept of Strategy

Wylie’s definition of strategy is that of a practitioner whose aim is
achievement: he sees it not as an abstract activity, nor as a process, but
primarily as a product, ‘[a] plan of action designed in order to achieve
some end; a purpose together with a system of measures for its
accomplishment’. He hoped that this definition would encourage
dichotomous thinking about strategy; that is, thinking about both
means and ends simultaneously.7 This definition has parallels in the
definition of operations put forward by Justin Kelly and Michael James
Brennan: ‘a subset of military art, employ[ing] tactics and logistics to
resolve a series of tactical problems that together [are] intended to
achieve an intermediate aim within a campaign’.8 Wylie’s concept of
strategy is that of an operational product, particularly given his later
assertion that it was not possible, ‘with reasonable certainty, [to]
forecast the time, the place, the scope, the intensity, the course, and the
general tenor of a war’.9 A plan could thus only be possible for an
intermediate period of time – one shorter than the duration of the war.

The operational character of strategy is important because it
encourages thinking on resolving the gap between means and ends,
this act of resolution being the achievement of effect, an attribute
present both in Wylie’s definition of strategy and the Kelly-Brennan
definition of operations. Of the two, the definition of operations
emphasizes solving the immediate set of problems that a strategic actor
faces, whereas Wylie’s definition can be interpreted as being broader
than that, concerned instead with the achievement of effect over the

independent areas of conflict, such that events in one theater have only indirect effect
on other theaters. The effect of events in multiple theaters upon involved belligerents is
thus cumulative as no occurrence in any one theater is directly dependent on events in
another.
6Wylie, Military Strategy, 24–5.
7Ibid., 14.
8Justin Kelly and Michael James Brennan, Alien: How Operational Art Devoured
Strategy (Carlisle, PA: Strategic Studies Institute 2009), 41.
9Wylie, Military Strategy, 70.
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duration of multiple operations rather than in the immediate future. It
must be noted, however, that Wylie’s conception of strategy only
implies effect, although logically effect must necessarily be the link
between means and ends. Ultimately, both Wylie’s definition of, and
dichotomy of, strategy are mutually reinforcing with regard to the
achievement of effect, as both bequeath priority upon operations,
which are meant to solve the problems faced in any given strategic
situation.

In Wylie’s view, strategic action, due to its operational emphasis, is
gauged by neither victory nor peace, but by ‘some measure of control
over the enemy’, a deliberately general aim but a vastly important one
as it assigns a particular brand of strategic effect as the objective to
be gained.10 It is hardly unusual for a sailor to put the concept of
control at the center of strategy, as such emphasis is the natural legacy
of naval and maritime practice and theory, in the context of controlling
sea lines of communication. Although Wylie is deliberately quite vague
on what control is, he is quite explicit on what it is about: power.

Because Wylie owed an intellectual debt to Herbert Rosinski, a
German-American military and naval historian and frequent lecturer at
the Naval War College in the 1950s, it would be appropriate to review
Rosinski’s understanding of control: ‘the essence of strategy . . . [and]
the element which differentiates true strategic action from a haphazard
series of improvisations’. Control is purposeful and means being in
charge of the situation: ‘[c]omprehensive control of a field of action
means a concentration upon those minimum key lines of action or
key positions from which the entire field can be positively controlled.’11

Wylie builds upon these points when he writes that control over the
enemy is achieved ‘by control of the pattern of war, and this control of
the pattern of war is had by manipulation of the center of gravity of
war to the advantage of the strategist and the disadvantage of the
opponent’.12 The basis of controlling the operational pattern of war is
thus to dominate key lines of action or key positions, closing certain
options to the enemy in the process, with the ultimate goal of reducing
his operational decision-making process to a mere haphazard series of
improvisations, reactions to one’s own superiority in action. That is,
manipulation of the choices available to one’s enemy which he can
realistically act upon until any options left to him are those which do
not meaningfully further, or even defend, his own strategy or national
interests.

10Ibid., 66, Wylie’s emphasis.
11Quoted in Henry E. Eccles, Military Concepts and Philosophy (New Brunswick, NJ:
Rutgers UP 1965), 46.
12Wylie, Military Strategy, 77–8.
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For Rosinski, control is the exception rather than the norm and is not
a zero-sum concept, in any of the dimensions of war it develops to
variable extents. This variation exists because ‘control is easiest in land
warfare’, whereas it is more difficult at sea, still more difficult in the air
and most difficult when all three are present.13 Wylie accepts this point,
noting that engagements among airmen and sailors tend to be more,
rather than less, consensual, but ‘[t]he soldier makes contact when the
war starts, and he makes every effort to maintain contact until the war
is over. The soldier who has lost contact with his enemy is in a bad
way’.14 The advent of space and cyberspace assets compounds the
complexity of attaining control. The easier it is to impose control, the
closer control in conflict approaches a zero-sum situation; ease of
control allows for greater control by all sides. The ability arbitrarily to
restrict the array of choices open to a foe follows the same pattern
Rosinski identified.

Henry Eccles, Wylie’s contemporary, understood control as a
concept that related both inwardly and outwardly. Outwardly, the
‘central focus [of control] is the adversary or adversaries (but may also
be expanded to include allies and neutrals).’ Inwardly, the ‘focus is the
roots of power on which the strategist draws (e.g., political, public
opinion, producer logistics, industrial base, and other ‘‘upstream’’
sources of power, at times extending to the family and social network
of a leader or commander)’.15 Inward control is rarely absolute due not
just to the inevitable friction, but also, particularly in democratic
societies, to the diffusion of power in government and society and the
nature of decision-making, to be examined later. The outward aspects
of control are legion, although one of the most important is the
character of the inward control of one’s foe. Control faces in two
directions, signifying two bodies of power and two strategic actors and
encouraging thinking about one’s own actions in the full context, rather
than in a vacuum against a non-reacting foe. A state of control in war
results from the dynamic interaction of the two bodies of power.

Wylie certainly sympathized with Eccles’ thoughts, writing that ‘[t]he
successful strategist is the one who controls the nature and the
placement and the timing and the weight of the centers of gravity of
war, and who exploits the resulting control of the pattern of war
toward his own ends’.16 Such manipulation of centers of gravity not
only requires proficient control over one’s own armed forces, but also

13Quoted in Eccles, Military Concepts and Philosophy, 47.
14Wylie, Military Strategy, 43.
15Scott A. Boorman, ‘Fundamentals of Strategy: The Legacy of Henry Eccles’, Naval
War College Review 62/2 (Spring 2009), 94.
16Wylie, Military Strategy, 78.
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sufficient control over the enemy through restriction of the choices
available to him to prevent significant interference.

Two final concepts are required to understand control: the first is
Wylie’s assumption that ‘we cannot predict with certainty the pattern
of the war for which we prepare ourselves’. Uncertainty is a given both
in defense policy during peacetime and in perceiving and understanding
the intentions and actions of the enemy during wartime. Despite this
uncertainty, however, control over the operational pattern must be
achieved, and if the pattern were controlled, then the end would be
predictable, if not fully known.17 These two points at first glance seem
to oppose each other; how can one achieve control over the pattern of
the war if it cannot be predicted? The answer is power. The
employment of power in war, usually in the form of force, is the
overarching means through which control may be achieved. Therefore
control is the imposition of certainty onto any given situation, typically
through the use of force. The exact character of control and of certainty
depends upon the individual situation. Nevertheless, certainty cannot
result from a haphazard series of improvisations, for the nature of
improvisation implies that control over a situation is lacking and that
power is significantly challenged.

The resultant certainty is that of ends, although not of ways: a
belligerent is certain that he will be successful due to his control, that
the enemy will not be able to counter his efforts sufficiently to be other
than a temporary impediment. In its greatest sense, control is the
imposition of certainty onto the war in its entirety; it guarantees that
the enemy cannot recover from the damage suffered and strategic
disadvantage imposed within the duration of the war and must instead
choose to make peace. This certainty is not concerned simply with the
outcomes of single operations; it also demands that the choices the
enemy faces will not be conducive to his struggle for control in between
the end of one operation and the beginning of the next. Clausewitz’s
concept of the culminating point of victory, the balancing point of
power between attacker and defender, limits this certainty in practice.18

Control can represent certainty in war only up to this indeterminate
culminating point. If advantageous peace making is the desired result of
strategic effect and has not been achieved by this point, then war will
continue. If this point is reached, control has been lost and the war
reverts to an uncontrolled state where power is balanced.

Military power is an indelicate tool to wield, and it is unclear how
force can be used to control judgments and intentions. Thomas
Schelling argues that force is useful for ‘seizing and holding, disarming

17Ibid., 70.
18Clausewitz, On War, 566–73.
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and confining, penetrating and obstructing’, tasks which may be
essentially reduced to taking and protecting. He also notes that force
may ‘be used to hurt. In addition to taking and protecting things of
value it can destroy value.’ While acknowledging that force is always
concerned with inflicting damage, he argues that this capability is
incidental in ‘traditional military science’, to which he looked back to
the wars of Frederick the Great.19 Frederick, a military theorist in his
own right, advised his generals to ‘[g]ive battle only when you have
reason to hope that your success will be decisive, and fight not only to
defeat the enemy, but to execute the course of your strategy that would
fail but for this decision.’20 Force is coercive: ‘to inflict suffering gains
nothing and saves nothing directly; it can only make people behave to
avoid it’.21 As noted, there is overlap between the infliction of damage
and the tasks of taking and protecting through force: typically, the
enemy will only finally be deterred from trying to take or retake when
enough damage has been inflicted to dissuade him from persevering.
Schelling’s division between the first two identified aims of force (taking
and protecting) and the third (hurting) thus seems artificial, as the
threat or infliction of damage is inherent in the concept of force,
whereas taking or protecting are not. Schelling’s idealized dichotomy of
force illuminates Wylie’s dichotomy of strategy because the former may
be superimposed upon the latter to relate particular methods of
employing force to either type of strategy. Due to the individual
character of each operational pattern, a sequential strategy would
utilize the ability of force to take and protect, whereas a cumulative
strategy would utilize the innate capacity of force to inflict damage.

Because strategy is coercive, ‘control sought in war should be neither
so extreme as to amount to extermination . . . nor should it be so
tenuous as to foster the continued behavior of the enemy as a hazard to
the victor’.22 Neither result is coercive as in the former instance there is
no longer an enemy to coerce, and in the latter he remains defiant.
Wylie also noted that ‘control of the pattern of war is had by
manipulation of the center of gravity of war to the advantage of the
strategist and the disadvantage of the opponent’ and that this
manipulation ‘is the fundamental key to the conduct of warfare’.23

Force is to be used not so much to hurt or to take but to shift emphasis
elsewhere. Clausewitz too considered centers of gravity as a funda-

19Thomas C. Schelling, Arms and Influence (New Haven, CT: Yale UP 2008), 2.
20Jay Luvaas (ed. and trans.), Frederick the Great on the Art of War (New York: Da
Capo Press 1999), 334.
21Schelling, Arms and Influence, 2.
22Wylie, Military Strategy, 66–7.
23Ibid., 77.
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mental aspect of warfare and argued that ‘one must keep the dominant
characteristics of both belligerents in mind. Out of these characteristics
a certain center of gravity develops, the hub of all power and
movement, on which everything depends. That is the point against
which all our energies should be directed.’ He identified a state’s
capital, its king, its army, a stronger ally if such exists, and even
public opinion as possible centers of gravity.24

Wylie himself did not hypothesize what form centers of gravity may
take, save that they could be ‘military, political, psychological,
economic, or what have you’. Instead he noted simply that centers of
gravity are ideally ‘some kind of a national jugular vein’. They are
facets of an opponent, critical for his success and vulnerable to outside
attack, to which sufficient threat or damage would cause him to desist
in his continuation of the war.25

Antulio Echevarria notes that rather than being a source of strength
or a particular weakness, the center of gravity ‘represents the point of
confluence where gravitational forces come together’.26 This point is
thus a locus of balance for a belligerent, and counteracting it renders
the enemy unbalanced and susceptible to further blows. The role of
force in warfare is to shift the opposing armed forces, the safeguard of
the strategic actor, away from the more vulnerable aspects of that
actor’s being and power. The key to keeping an enemy unbalanced is to
control the choices available to him, so that nothing he does can
rebalance him. Achievement of control is being able to accomplish this
transition, and subsequently being able to threaten or, if necessary,
damage the center of gravity.

Ideally, merely threat of damage to, rather than actual destruction of,
the center of gravity should suffice to create the desired strategic effect.
After all, ‘control is a matter of living people, and thus must, probably
for a long time to come, remain a matter of human judgment’, since the
dead cannot be controlled.27 Eccles made a similar point when he wrote
that ‘strategy should use destruction only when there is no other way of
gaining or exercising control’.28 The living who retain too much hostile
spirit cannot be controlled either, however; the controllable are those
who are confused, doubtful, frightened or have their options controlled
by others. Sir Basil Liddell Hart deplored actual commitment to battle
and the consequent destruction unless there was no other choice. Wylie

24Clausewitz, On War, 595–6.
25Wylie, Military Strategy, 77.
26Antulio J. Echevarria II, ‘Clausewitz’s Center of Gravity: It’s Not What We Thought’,
Naval War College Review 56/1 (Winter 2003), 112.
27Wylie, Military Strategy, 89.
28Eccles, Military Concepts and Philosophy, 48.
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similarly asserted that ‘the ultimate determinant in war is the man on
the scene with the gun. This man is the final power in war. He is
control. He determines who wins.’29

As with Liddell Hart, Wylie attributes success to presence and the
potential for violent action rather than to action in itself. Tellingly,
Wylie includes politicians, economists, and philosophers in the context
of those who must have a common framework of control to refer to,
because ‘control . . . is sought and exercised in so many ways other than
military’.30 Since the dead cannot be controlled, ultimately control rests
with Schelling’s construct of force as the power to hurt or to deprive, on
the coercive threat of Wylie’s man on the scene and his gun. As
Schelling noted, ‘[t]o be coercive, violence has to be anticipated. And it
has to be avoidable by accommodation’.31 Control and coercion run
along a single set of tracks: only the living can be threatened and
consequently controlled, but they can only be so if, due to the expected
cost or due to fear, the choice of continuing is less palatable than that of
accommodating.

Yet, opposing what Eccles wrote, there is purpose in pain and
destruction even if they do not lead directly to control passing into
one’s own hands. Wylie implied a gray area between having and not
having control. Rosinski similarly argued that control is inherently not
a zero-sum concept, but rather depends on the ease of control in any
given situation. Pain and destruction do not reduce this gray area by
achieving control but maximize its spread by disputing control. Sir
Julian Corbett wrote that ‘[i]n the conduct of naval war all operations
will be found to relate to two broad classes of object. The one is to
obtain or dispute the command of the sea, and the other to exercise
such control of communications as we have, whether the complete
command has been secured or not.’32 Disputation of control does not
explicitly require that control be pursued, only that it be denied the
opponent, an important difference in respective effects on the pattern of
war. In naval terms, for instance, battle and blockade would be
methods of achieving control, while strategies of keeping a fleet in being
or commerce raiding are means of denying control. In the former two,
the opponent must necessarily risk his fleet to gain or retain access to
the sea whereas in the second pair, this access, while workable, is
limited by other dangers. The array of available choices is different.

29Wylie, Military Strategy, 72.
30Ibid., 89.
31Schelling, Arms and Influence, 2.
32Julian Stafford Corbett, Some Principles of Maritime Strategy [1911] (Charleston,
SC: BiblioBazaar 2006), 126.
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This dichotomous concept of operations, of obtaining or disputing
command and of exercising it, when modified by Schelling’s writings on
force, allows for a trichotomous system of control with which to
illuminate Wylie’s dichotomy of strategy in a way that a two-part
distinction cannot. Splitting the struggle for control identified by
Corbett into two independent components adds this required depth.
The two elements are, therefore, taking control and denying control,
the latter achieved by either, or frequently both, avoidance and
destruction. The third component, the exercise of control, remains as
posited by Corbett for its strategic effect is distinct from those of taking
and of denying control.

Sequential Strategy

Sequential strategy encompasses two of the three relationships
between Wylie’s dichotomy and control. It is only with sequential
strategy that one may take control, and similarly only with
sequential strategy that one may exercise control once it has been
taken. The first relationship is the assertion of control over the
pattern of the war, the result of which is to present the enemy with
an unappealing array of choices, primarily defense-oriented and with
no chance of reversing the situation. The second relationship is the
exercise of control over the pattern of war, should the enemy not
give in upon its assertion. The exercise of control results in the
steady removal of choice vis-à-vis the enemy until he must surrender,
if the war goes that far. Taken holistically the abstract logic of
sequential strategy is fairly linear. Unsurprisingly, this linear logic is
modified in practice for it must face the nature and character of
strategic and political decision-making. Furthermore, there is
always a limit to what even a consistently victorious army can
achieve, for the culminating point of victory inevitably looms.
Decision-making, and the inevitable but usually indeterminate
deadline of the culminating point, introduce nonlinearity into
sequential strategy.

Exploration of the first relationship begins with the assertion that
control in war is not a zero-sum contest, but that the norm is in fact an
uncontrolled state of affairs. In such a strategic situation, control of the
operational pattern of the war must be asserted, typically through
battle or the threat of battle. If accomplished, the event is decisive,
although decisiveness can of course only be judged in retrospect. The
fact of decisiveness of an engagement in asserting control is, in the final
analysis, confirmed by the making of peace.

Victor Davis Hanson illustrates well the mainstream understanding
of the linear logic of this assertion of control, particularly in the context
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of battle: ‘[w]ars are the sum of battles’.33 Victory or defeat in battle
establishes the truth about who holds control in war. Such tactical
victory is more effective in establishing control when one’s opponent
believes in the same logic of engagement as oneself. The truly decisive
factor, however, is the ability of a belligerent, through battle, to
manipulate the center of gravity and thus control the choices available
to the enemy. This may be enough to result in war termination
processes, but not necessarily. When passion or honor are overriding
concerns, seemingly plausible assertions of control are not effective, no
matter the array of choices. In instances when control has been
asserted, but the enemy remains undaunted, taking control is not
enough to achieve strategic effect, and the controlling party must turn
to actually exercising control in an attempt to break the enemy’s will.

The second relationship, which holds that persistent exercise of
control leads to a loss of hope on the part of one’s foe, follows in the
instances where the assertion of control has not achieved war
termination. If control had truly been achieved, rather than merely
intimated, then given its implications of certainty of the end, its
persistent exercise would typically steadily reduce the number of viable
options open to the enemy save one: surrender. The logical end of a
persistent exercise of control is the total defeat of one’s foe. The
exceptions to this conclusion in decision-making usually occur when
the defending actor calculates that his foe is at the end of his tether and
approaching his culminating point of victory, which implies a
possibility of turning the situation around.

These relationships between sequential strategy and taking and
exercising control give sequential strategy an advantage in terms of
strategic effect and the ability to terminate wars successfully. This
relatively reliably decisive advantage, the ability to force the enemy’s
hand, is lacking in cumulative strategy. Consequently, there has been a
notable attempt to fuse cumulative and sequential strategy into a sort of
progression of strategy, in which cumulative strategy creates the
foundations for and naturally transforms into sequential strategy. This
case is that of guerrilla warfare. Three of the four major theorists of
guerrilla warfare – Che Guevara, Mao Tse-tung, Vo Nguyen Giap, with
only T.E. Lawrence dissenting – theorized that in its final stages,
guerrilla warfare would turn into conventional warfare. None of the
three believed guerrilla warfare could reliably achieve results on its
own. Guevara wrote that ‘[i]t is obvious that guerrilla warfare is a
preliminary step, unable to win a war all by itself. What happens is that
the guerrilla army swells in size until it becomes a regular army. Only

33Victor Davis Hanson, Carnage and Culture: Landmark Battles in the Rise of Western
Power (New York: Anchor Books 2001), 7.
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then will it be ready to deliver a knock-out blow.’34 Mao wrote of
the third stage of the war against Japan that it ‘will be the stage of
the counter-offensive to recover our lost territories. Their recovery
will depend mainly upon the strength which China has built up in
the preceding stage and which will continue to grow in the third
stage . . . our war will no longer be one of strategic defensive, but
will turn into a strategic counter-offensive manifesting itself in
strategic offensives.’35 Giap believed that ‘[o]nly where guerrilla war
grows and thrives does regular war find favorable conditions for
developing powerfully and moving incessantly forward’.36 For them,
sequential strategy thus represents the epitome, the endpoint, of
strategy, with cumulative strategy only an extended waypoint for the
weak.

Sequential strategy implies an inherently offensive form of
operations, even when one is on the defensive, for the aim is always
control. It can only achieve strategic effect in conflicts on land, or
where land is a primary dimension, because it is founded on the
ability of force not just to hurt, but to take as well. Clausewitz
perceptively asserted that ‘the ultimate object of attack is not
fighting: rather, it is possession’.37 The capacity to take, to create
frontlines behind which are locations which have been conquered
and are being protected and before which are locations being held
and protected by the enemy, is that which creates the sequence of
operations. As Wylie noted, campaigns of sequential strategy are
‘composed of a series of discrete steps, and each could be clearly
seen by the strategist ahead of time, could be clearly appraised in
terms of its expected result; and the actual result in turn would lead
to the next step, the next position to be taken, or the next action to
be planned’.38 In a war defined by positions and movement between
positions there is no opportunity for the multiple independent
actions which characterize cumulative strategy except as a part of a
greater sequential strategy. The ability to define the steps taken in all
their attributes – timing, magnitude, etc. – and to prevent the enemy
from having a significant say in the matter is control.

34Che Guevara, Guerrilla Warfare, Harries-Clichy Peterson (trans.) (New York:
Praeger 1961), 9.
35Mao Tse-tung, Selected Military Writings of Mao Tse-tung (Peking: Foreign
Language Press 1972), 214.
36Vo Nguyen Giap, Banner of People’s War, The Party’s Military Line (London:
Praeger Publishers 1970), 84
37Clausewitz, On War, 377.
38Wylie, Military Strategy, 23.
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Cumulative Strategy

Cumulative strategy is underappreciated, in part because it cannot be
‘of itself reliably decisive’. At the time Wylie was writing in the 1960s,
he asserted that ‘there is no major instance in which a cumulative
strategy, operating by itself, has been successful’.39 Its effect is limited
and only works over time, anathema to those strategists whose aim is
short, decisive wars. Cumulative strategy can on its own only achieve a
denial of control, the result of which is to obscure the choices that really
are available and the consequences they may have. Denial is an effect
born out of operationally defensive conduct, for its first function is to
protect one’s own forces by avoiding an encounter and the possibility of
a heavy blow. The logic of denial is nonlinear; operational action does
not lead directly to the desired strategic effect. Bereft of the ability to
take, it cannot force a conclusion upon a government unwilling to
accept it, as may be ultimately possible with sequential strategy. Instead
it is far more dependent on the opponent’s ability to judge accurately
the quality of decisions he faces and less on the ability to manipulate
them outright. In extreme cases, cumulative strategy may also lead to
national destruction, but this is solely through damage inflicted on vital
aspects of national power; the end of war cannot be imposed by the
barrel of a gun as in sequential strategy. The threat of cumulative
strategy is typically much slower, as if it were a slow-acting poison, and
is thus in many ways more insidious than that posed by sequential
strategy.

A prolonged and persistent lack of control indicates that some aspect
of one’s strategy is not working, whether that control is being asserted
by a hostile party or simply denied by it. If strategic decision-making
cannot adapt quickly enough or if attempts at adaptation and wresting
control for oneself fail, this persistent lack of control should usually
lead to the end of war, in the case of an assertion, or subsequent
exercise, of control. Given lack of control in the context of cumulative
strategy, the dynamics of the opponent’s decision-making differ as he
perceives the effects of strategy differently. As with an undetectable
poison, there is no apparent threat of real defeat hanging like
Damocles’ sword to dictate available choices outright and to encourage
making peace by acting as a counterweight that offsets the natural
political instinct to minimize such drastic decision-making. Thus there
is little incentive to make hard decisions unless the threat is properly
understood, as it typically is in maritime strategy, whose practitioners
are conditioned to think in terms of control of the sea lines of
communication, and where denial of control has a long pedigree.

39Ibid., 26, 25.
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To those not trained to think in terms of control, denial of control as
an operational method seems inexplicable as it does not fall into more
popular categories of operations such as direct and indirect or
attritional and maneuver. Bereft of an intellectual framework, however
implicit, practitioners facing a cumulative strategy have no way of
understanding the character of the threat they face. This lack of
comprehension affects not only the strategy chosen to counter it, but
also practitioners’ grasp of who is more strongly affecting whom. As
Giap wrote of the Americans in 1970, ‘[a]lthough he has great strength,
he cannot develop its effect’.40

The enemy’s center of gravity or even his main effort is difficult to
identify, in particular because, as each event represents only an
individual plus or minus, there is no such thing as a sideshow in
cumulative strategy; all actions have some weight. This results in the
choice of an improper counter-strategy and the inability to change it, as
there is no effective way of judging how successful it really is. All
choices seem to be of equal validity, or lack thereof. Both sides have a
wide array of choices but only one of them knows how to achieve the
effect it wants.

As noted, cumulative strategies are strategies over the long term, one
of the major reasons for a lack of comprehension, particularly on the
part of men trained to plan and wage short, decisive wars. Unable to
understand their opponent’s conduct, the party being denied control
continues its usually improper strategy until willpower in the
government finally collapses due to the realization that choices made
were futile and to unwillingness to remain involved. In certain cases,
this reaction is as much one of emotion as of reason. Since the tools of
cumulative strategy can only deny, and the process is slow, Guevara,
Mao and Giap all assumed that sequential strategy was necessary at the
end, to clinch the deal and establish final victory.

Even if the threat is well understood, there is no guarantee that any
strategy chosen to offset the cumulative effects of the foe’s strategy will
be effective. To counter the indeterminate character of the conduct of
cumulative warfare requires a huge amount of resources, and opposing
strategists frequently counterattack with their own cumulative strate-
gies, albeit such responses are not necessarily the most effective.

Unlike sequential strategy, whose effect is limited to warfare
pertaining to land, effect from cumulative strategy is not limited in
such a way. Land offers the possibility of guerrilla warfare, terrorism
and special operations. T.E. Lawrence fielded three propositions
concerning the Arab Revolt, the first two of which are significant in
describing its cumulative nature: ‘[f]irstly, that irregulars would not

40Giap, Banner of People’s War, 86.
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attack places, and so remained incapable of forcing a decision.
Secondly, that they were as unable to defend a line or point as they
were to attack it.’ He further noted how ‘[t]he attack might be nominal,
directed not against him [the enemy], but against his stuff; so it would
not seek either his strength or his weakness, but his most accessible
material’.41 Che Guevara broadly agreed, arguing that guerrilla warfare
is hit-and-run and that ‘[t]he guerrilla employs sabotage to paralyze
entire armies, stop industry, leave people without work, light, water,
communications, or courage to venture upon the street’.42

Such pronouncements also apply to terrorism, as well as to special
operations to a certain degree. James Kiras notes that special operations
‘have a unique relationship with attrition at the strategic level. As
individual acts, the moral effect of ‘‘‘performing the impossible’’ in a
special operation can perturb adversaries and cause them to lose the
initiative or divert attention elsewhere’, and indeed ‘individual
successes are important but not decisive; the strategic value of special
operations lies in the effect that their contribution makes either to
victory or in meeting more limited policy aims’.43 This is denial of
control through distraction and misdirection; similar individual events
are equally significant wherever they occur. Such operational patterns
leave foes too much choice of indeterminate quality, not little choice of
bad quality as in sequential strategy.

Warfare on sea is cumulative, in its commerce raiding aspects as in its
more conventional operations. The former was the epitome of
cumulative strategy as it stood in Wylie’s day. Commerce raiding is
one of the few forms of cumulative strategy which in certain limited
circumstances has the very real capacity to result in an end as total as is
possible in sequential strategy; it may become so effective that in the
end a government faces two political choices: ‘to give in, or to approach
national suicide’.44 Operationally, there is too much choice in terms of
countering such a strategy, with considerable uncertainty as to the
merits of each choice. As all activity upon the sea is platform-based
with no positions or lines, conventional naval warfare in general is also
cumulative as it ultimately accumulates damage and sinkings inflicted,
or threat thereof, determining the array of options available to either
belligerent. Blockade too is cumulative in effect, although loss of
control is felt as much in the enemy’s economy as on the sea.

41T.E. Lawrence, Seven Pillars of Wisdom [1926] (New York: Anchor Books 1991),
224, 194.
42Guevara, Guerrilla Warfare, 9, 12.
43James D. Kiras, Special Operations and Strategy: From World War II to the War on
Terrorism (New York: Routledge 2006), 14, 61.
44Wylie, Military Strategy, 24.
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Wylie expressed uncertainty concerning whether the effects of
airpower were cumulative, but considered it a probability worth
exploring further.45 Although Colonel John Warden never framed his
argument in terms of denial, air strategy is fundamentally about denial
of access: to the air, to the front, to resources, and so on by pressure on
key chokepoints, resulting in a lack of control and of the ability to act.
As an example, he notes that ‘[t]he most difficult and costly place to
attack the aircraft chain is in the air’ and it was much more effective to
prevent the aircraft from flying in the first place.46 Widespread denial
via airpower is meant to result in the enemy losing control of the war,
although airpower has difficulty living up to this promise in toto.
Instead, it typically results in a confusion of choices, as its ability to
strike deeply behind the main areas of operations allows it to impact
non-military aspects of national power. Robert Pape constructs a
similar framework for airpower, also around the concept of denial,
postulating three different variants of denial strategy through airpower:
targeting critical chokepoints within industry, attacking industry as a
whole and operational interdiction, to achieve operational paralysis.47

Even direct attacks against civilians fall into the category of denial;
Alexander de Seversky proposed a basic idea of airpower theory as
denial to the population of essentials required for living to break the
will to resist, through destruction.48 In theory this comes close to the
promise inherent in naval commerce raiding, although like that
practice, in reality it is much more difficult to achieve than anticipated.

Cumulative strategy is the only strategy possible within cyberspace as
well. The major method of warfare in cyberspace is systemic disruption
of a foe’s network infrastructure, although 2010’s revelations of the
Stuxnet worm indicate that cyberwarfare may be able to affect
industrial processes physically. A disruptive campaign was attempted
by the Russians against Estonia in 2007; ‘[t]hey aimed at accomplishing
certain goals, disrupting and possibly unhinging the Estonian govern-
ment and society, and demonstrating the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization’s (NATO) inability to protect Estonia against this novel
form of attack’.49 These attacks were operationally successful as
Estonian governmental websites, among others, went down, but this

45Ibid., 25.
46John A. Warden III, The Air Campaign (New York: toExcel Press 2000), 35–8.
47Robert A. Pape, Bombing to Win: Air Power and Coercion in War (Ithaca, NY:
Cornell UP 1996), 71–2.
48Alexander P. de Seversky, Victory Through Air Power (New York: Simon & Schuster
1942), 146–7.
49Stephen Blank, ‘Web War I: Is Europe’s First Information War a New Kind of War?’,
Comparative Strategy 27/3 (May 2008), 229.
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success did not translate into political success. Action in cyberspace
correlates with the same pattern of denial of control to influence the
other party’s decision-making without actually being able to impose
upon it. Operational choices were sufficiently confused that NATO set
up the Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence in Tallinn the
following year to study and understand cyber threats and work out
operating procedures.

Cumulative strategy is based upon an array of independent, less
significant actions, whose effects accumulate over time. The main aim
of cumulative strategy is denial of control over the operational pattern
of war, while not taking control of it for oneself, except in individual
dimensions of war. Because control is a concept with wider application
than merely to military actions, cumulative strategies can target non-
military aspects of national power due to their emphasis on avoidance
of the man on the scene with the gun, resulting in a possible confusion
of choice among enemy decision-makers not just within operations but
also behind the battlefield.

Strategic Effect against Sequential and Cumulative Strategies

The final aspect of strategic effect is that which is achieved against
sequential and cumulative strategies. There are four possible cases:
sequential versus sequential; sequential versus cumulative and cumu-
lative versus sequential, which will be examined together as two sides
of the same coin; and cumulative versus cumulative. The basic strategic
effects hold true, but each scenario has its own idiosyncrasies.

Opposing sequential strategies hew closely to the model of sequential
strategy as described. For an inferior belligerent to pursue strategic
effect against a superior foe through a defensive sequential strategy is to
await and parry the enemy’s blow and conserve strength while the
opponent expends his, so that one is able in time to go on the attack in
pursuit of a positive effect.50 The purpose of a defensive sequential
strategy is to bring closer to the enemy his culminating point of victory,
beyond which lies the potential for one’s own positive success in war. A
defender strives to preserve his own choices from external manipulation
and to exhaust the enemy’s choices, leaving him with only defensive
options. The exhaustion of an attacker’s offensive choices is the
culminating point.

The linear logic of sequential strategy collapses in the face of
cumulative strategy. This is the advantage of the latter over the former;
control cannot be asserted by those practicing sequential strategy,
because that very option is being denied by those pursuing cumulative

50Clausewitz, On War, 357–9.
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strategy. Possession in war is not possible when it is denied by one’s foe,
who refuses to dispute it. Limitation of choice by one party faces
proliferation of choice by the other – and frequently the latter wins.
This is only the case for sequential-cumulative strategic interaction on
land, however. As noted earlier, sequential strategy only exists where
land is a significant element, while cumulative strategy may be
practiced in any geographical dimension of war. Nonetheless, all the
tools of cumulative strategy are based on land. Airplanes base at
airfields; naval assets harbor in ports; and computers, while highly
mobile compared to other bases, typically reside on dry land as do
Internet service providers. The bases of all cumulative strategic
capabilities fall into the domain of sequential strategy. This allows
the defeat of cumulative strategy not through another cumulative
strategy, but through a sequential strategy of simply taking those bases.
Often, one takes control in war by striking directly at the bases rather
than at the capabilities themselves. However, this option may only be
acceptable when it fits into the grand strategy being pursued anyway,
rather than when attacking the base is the sole objective. Cumulative
strategies must be operated out of sanctuaries which sequential strategy
may violate, but the political costs of such violations may be greater
than the stronger power can bear, a factor upon which proponents of
cumulative strategy rely on to sway their opponents’ choices.

The case of reciprocally opposing cumulative strategies is interesting
in that there are two basic scenarios which may engender such a
situation. In the first, two belligerents oppose each other utilizing the
same type of operations or in a geographic dimension of war other than
land. Purely naval or air wars are cumulative, in which sequential
strategy is not possible. A purely air war has yet to be fought, although
there have been purely air campaigns. Tribal war-making cultures also
seem to prefer cumulative strategies such as raiding, rather than
attempts at conquest and possession. The second scenario is, however,
the more interesting – that of two preeminent powers dueling but
unable to reach the other. This inability to come to grips stems from the
nature of their preeminence, as each belligerent is supreme in a different
dimension of war. This situation comes about through either a realistic
appreciation by one belligerent of the power relationship between the
two, or through defeat by its enemy’s effective sequential strategy,
which itself faces geographical limitations and forces both to rely upon
strengths or actions in other geographic dimensions of war.

There are many cases of such wars throughout history, primarily
between sea and land powers: Athens versus Sparta, Britain versus
France, and Britain versus Germany are the major examples. The sea
power dares not wage a sequential campaign on land that would
promise defeat and instead relies upon maritime operations: blockade
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to constrict the enemy’s economy, raids to pinprick the enemy wherever
he is vulnerable. The land power, not having the naval wherewithal to
challenge the sea power directly, also turns to cumulative strategies of
denial, either through commerce raiding or exclusive economic
systems. The advent of airpower changed this formula, for no longer
did either preeminent-yet-weak power have to avoid the enemy’s
strength in his own domain but could instead turn to a third dimension.
The purpose of such opposing cumulative strategies is to create
competing arrays of unfathomable choices and indecisive actions until
time influences decision-making in favor of terminating the conflict.

Finally, a belligerent’s preeminence in a certain dimension may not
have to stem solely from his own strength; it could also be caused by
limitations on his opponent’s own use of force. Most cases of
competing cumulative strategies end up targeting non-military aspects
of power, particularly the economy or the will of the population, due to
inability to come to decisive grips with the enemy’s military forces and
the relative ease of bypassing them to strike at other targets.

Conclusion

J.C. Wylie’s dichotomy of sequential and cumulative operational
patterns is an important, albeit largely neglected, step in strategic
theory due to its emphasis on the concept of strategic effect and
introduction of the concept of control for others to elaborate. This
accent on strategic effect through control arises from the prominence
Wylie gave to operations as the engines of strategy. With operations as
the centerpiece of strategic theory, goals such as peace or victory make
little sense as they do not rationalize operations in the way that control
does. The effect of operations in war comprises a bridge between the
present politico-strategic context and the next, the latter ideally
ultimately being a better state of peace. Yet targeted effect is a complex
and dynamic phenomenon for practicing strategists to achieve. Any
action after all has an effect of some sort, but deliberately to attain
control, and use it to terminate a war, is exceedingly difficult.

The observations made about strategic effect in relation to sequential
and cumulative strategy are not exhaustive; indeed, given the incredible
variability of strategic actors and conditions, such an achievement is
impossible. What have instead been offered are the core elements of
effect within the context of sequential and cumulative strategies to
develop both concepts further while remaining faithful to Wylie’s
original conception of both operational patterns. These core elements
are the archetypal effects of both types of strategy, largely unmodified
by the exigencies of possible strategic situations. If effect is to be the
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bridge between the conduct of war and its advantageous end, it is
important to understand what this bridge looks like, what it is made of
and how to construct it. J.C. Wylie’s dichotomy of strategy, a
significant aspect of his overall theory of power control, is an
important step forward in understanding this crucial but neglected link.
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